Genetic diversity as a marker for timing infection in HIV-infected patients: evaluation of a 6-month window and comparison with BED.
It has been reported that the increase in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) sequence diversity in drug resistance surveillance specimens may be used to classify the duration of HIV infection as <1 or >1 year. We describe a mixed base classifier (MBC) optimized to categorize the duration of subtype B infections as <6 or >6 months on the basis of sequences for drug resistance surveillance specimens and compared MBC findings with those of serologic methods. The behavior of the MBC was examined across a range of thresholds for calling mixed bases. MBC performance was then evaluated using either complete pol sequences or sites reflecting evolutionary pressures (HLA selection sites, sites that increased in entropy over the course of infection, and codon positions). The MBC performance was optimal when secondary peaks on the sequencing chromatogram accounted for at least 15% of the area of primary peaks. A cutoff of <0.45% mixed bases in the pol region best identified recent infections (sensitivity = 82.7%, specificity = 78.8%), with improvement achieved by analyzing only sites that increased in entropy. In an extended data set of 1354 specimens classified by BED, the optimized MBC performed significantly better than a simple MBC (agreement, 68.98% vs 67.13%). If further validated, the MBC may prove beneficial for detecting recent infection and estimating the incidence of HIV infection.